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Appendix A

Analysis of Implicit Social Ties

In mobile social networks, members in a family or company usually generate a group where people have the same relations
with each other. These relations are categorized into two types: explicit and implicit, according to whether they can be
observed. The former can be captured by direct interactions between users, such as calls or messages. As for the latter, they
exist in real life but seldom interactions can be observed. For example, when working at a company, two users may have no
interaction, but they are still colleagues, or they just choose to use the inner network to communicate so that no interaction
is recorded in mobile social networks. People may have few calls or messages with their families because they are usually
together. What’s more, there are a bunch of online social networks like Facebook nowadays. They gradually replace the
traditional mobile phones on account of rapid development of the internet. So, a great portion of relations are hidden from
interaction records in mobile social network, which is confirmed statistically in Table A1. About 40% of family relations
and more than 80% of colleague relations are implicit. In addition to mobile social networks, implicit social ties also exist
in other social networks like Twitter, Facebook, Wechat, Weibo and Taobao. In these social networks, explicit social ties
generate when users follow others, become friends with others or join an interest communities. But it’s challenging to have
users giving all their relations. Many potential relations are hidden under the networks.

Explicit Ties
Count

Ratio

Count

Ratio

Family

45689

60.01%

30442

39.99%

Colleague

3200230

12.14%

23159474

87.86%

Table A1

Appendix B

Implicit Ties

Ratio of explicit and implicit ties from dataset

Community Features

Communities with different relation types have different features. These features provide rich information to help detect
the community and infer its relation type. They can help infer both explicit and implicit social ties, which are the relation
type of the community. Here, we propose two categories of community features: structural features and spatial features,
and observe the difference of each feature between each relation type. We choose several typical and important features
from each category. Then we introduce them and their effects in the following. We also use traditional edge-level features,
such as interaction times, interaction homogeneity and entropy. For lack of space, we will not reproduce them but use them
directly in our experiments.
Structural features represent the inherent network topology in a community, which can be calculated by interaction
information between users. We choose community size and explicit edge clustering coefficient.
• Community size: One of the most simple and most important features is the community size. Community of families
and colleagues have a significant difference in size, as shown in Figure B1. Families mainly have 2 to 3 members, and most of
colleague cliques have more than 5 members. Despite the significant difference, families and colleagues have similar trends:
high distribution at small-size, and low distribution at large-size.
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• Explicit edge clustering coefficient: Different from traditional clustering coefficient, what can be calculated in a
relation clique is the explicit edge clustering coefficient. We treated those interacted relations as having edges, and the other
implicit ties as no edges. Then we calculate the clustering coefficient of each community and summarize as Figure B2. As
can be seen, families have high clustering coefficient as most of the family members will be likely to have some interactions.
To the contrast, most of the colleagues may even have no idea of each other, let alone having interactions. As the result
colleague communities are inclined to have low clustering coefficient.
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Spatial co-occurrence
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Figure B5

Spatial semantics

Spatial features represent the spatial information of a community, which are obtained by the trajectories of all individuals
in this community. We choose three spatial features, which are distance, co-occurrence and semantics.
• Spatial distance: We calculate the in-group average distance of each pair of users to capture the distribution of
users in a community in space. As there are high contingency of user locations, we only choose the major groups who have
a considerable amount of event records and filter the other groups for a better presentation. We normalize the distances
by the max possible distance of each two base stations. From Figure B3 it is clear that at family communities have high
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distance at day time and low at night. This is because family members usually go to different spots, e.g. schools, offices,
shops, and go back to home. Colleagues are on the contrary. At the day time most of the colleagues will stay at the office
and go back to their own home at night.
• Spatial co-occurrence: Before the analysis, we define the concept of spatial co-occurrence. From the aspect of time,
we polymerize our data by hourly granularity. From the aspect of space, we consider the fact that base stations in some
places may be densely distributed. In that case, even though two users are in very close proximity, it is possible that they
are exposed to different base station, so it is necessary to merge some base stations together. According to other scholars’
work on algorithms of merging base stations, we use Voronoi diagrams algorithm [1] to merge adjacent base stations. Finally
if two users locate in the same base station in one hour, then we define this phenomenon as spatial co-occurrence. The
P
h
possibility of spatial co-occurrence is defined as: C h (x, y) = l∈L ph
x (l) ∗ py (l), where L is the assembly of base stations,
h
px (l) represents the possibility of user x appears at base station l at time h. Figure B4 shows that, family and colleague
ties tend to have high co-occurrence in some hours in a day. Families members usually co-occur at the same place in the
morning and the evening, at which time most of them will be at home. In contrast, colleagues have high co-occurrence at
working hours, and dropped to a low level in the evening. These are also consistent with reality.
• Spatial semantics: We also analyze the distribution of spatial semantics of different relation users. Since our data
only records the longitude and latitude information, we get nearby Point of Information (POIs) from a major map service
provider in China. Through these POIs, we get the semantics of each POI near the base station. As there are multiple
POIs around each single base station, we use TF-IDF(Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency), where TF defined
as the frequency of a specific semantic in POIs nearby the base station and IDF as the logarithmic ratio of total number
of base stations and the number of base stations containing a specific semantic. Results are shown in Figure B5. Users of
different relationships have different spatial semantics. For example, families have high probability of appearing at residence,
shopping and school, while colleagues tend to appear at finance, government and hotel. Spatial semantics reflect the purpose
of a pair of people when appearing at a base station together.

Appendix C
Appendix C.1

Community-based Recognition Model
Community Factor Graph

In Node Layer, vi is a user. In Relation Layer, rij is the relation between user vi and vj , and yij represents its relation type.
f and g respectively represent attribute feature function and correlation feature function of relation factor. In Community
Layer, ci is a community, and zi represents the type of its relations. h and k respectively represent attribute feature function
and correlation feature function of community factor.
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Figure C1

Community Factor Graph.
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Relation Factor and Community Factor

In this paper we choose exponential-linear functions and we have the relation factor
FR (yi , xi ) = f (yi , xi )g(yi , G(yi )),
where

1
exp{λT F(yi , xi )};
Zλ
X
1
g(yi , G(yi )) =
exp{
αT G(yi , yt )}.
Zα

f (yi , xi ) =

yt ∈G(yt )

Feature function f (yi , xi ) represents the probability of yi given the features xi , and g(yi , G(yi )) denotes the likelihood value
of the correlation between relations, where G(yi ) is the set of correlated relations to yi . F is a vector of feature function
and G is a vector of attribute function. We use traditional relation features xi of relation ri , which have been introduced
in previous work [2].
In the same way we define the community factor
FC (zj , wj ) = h(zj , wj )k(zj , G(zj )),
where

1
exp{β T H(zj , wj )};
Zβ
X
1
k(zj , K(zj )) =
exp{
γ T K(zj , zt )}.
Zγ
h(zj , wj ) =

zt ∈K(zj )

Feature function h(zj , wj ) represents the probability of zi given the features wi and k(zj , G(zj )) denotes the likelihood
value of the correlation between communities, where G(yi ) is the set of correlated communities to zj . H is a vector of
feature function and K is a vector of attribute function.

Appendix C.3

Learning

Algorithm C1 CFG Learning Algorithm

Require: CFG G; Learning rate η;
Ensure: Learned parameter θ;
1: Initialize θ;
2: repeat
3:
for Each layer do
4:
Calculate posterior probability and likelihood value using LBP
5:
end for
6:
Calculate Epθ (Y |G) S;
7:
Calculate gradient of θ according to Equation C3
8:
Update θ by η: θnew = θold − η · ∂O(θ)
∂θ
9: until Convergence
10: return θ;
Learning CFG is to give an estimate of parameter θ = (λ, α, β, γ), s.t. the likelihood function reaches the maximum
value on labeled input GL . As the input is given, each explicit or implicit relation are assigned certainly. Thus we can
easily solve both the explicit and implicit model learning together, which follows in the latter paragraphs.
P
For a simple presentation, we concatenate each factor functions to s(yi ) = (F (yi , xi )T , yt G(yi , yt )T )T , s(zj ) =
P
(H(zj , wj )T , zt K(zj , zt )T )T . Then the joint probability is written as:
p(Y |G) =

1 Y
1
exp{(λ, α)T s(yi )}exp{(β, γ)T s(zj )} = exp{θT S},
Z i,j
Z

(C1)

where Z = Zλ Zα Zβ Zγ is the normalization factor for p(Y |G). S is the aggregation of all the feature functions for all the
relation and community nodes. As the input is labeled, Y L is fixed. The log-likelihood objective function O(θ) can be
defined as:
X 1
O(θ) = ln p(Y L |G) = ln
exp{θT S}
Z
L
Y
(C2)
X
= ln exp{θT SY L } − ln
exp{θT S}.
Y
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Having the definition of O(θ), this problem becomes to find a θ to maximize O(θ). We apply Newton-Raphson method
to solve the objective. Specifically, we calculate the gradient for the parameter vector θ:
P
∂(ln exp{θT SY L } − ln Y exp{θT S})
∂O(θ)
=
(C3)
∂θ
∂θ
= SY L − Epθ (Y |G) S.
Though the CFG have multiple layers, as can be seen from C1, the parameters and feature functions in different layers
do not affect each other, so that each layer can be calculated individually. Another problem is each layer have a complex
structure and may contain several loops and in this paper we use LBP [3]. Algorithm C1 summarize the learning process.

Appendix C.4

Inferring

Algorithm C2 Explicit Tie Inferring Based on LBP & SA

Require: CFG G; Model parameter θ; Initial temperature T0 ; Random variation amount k;
Ensure: Node label configuration Y and coefficient P ;
1: Initialize label Y ;
2: Without using community features, calculate Epθ (Y |G) S using LBP ONLY on EDGE LAYER;
3: Calculate node labels: yi = argmax(pθ (yi |G, Ui )) Cj = (Vj , Ej ), Vj ⊂ V, Ej ⊂ E, where if ei ∈
Ej , then yi = zj
4: Initialize Temperature T = T0 :
5: repeat
6:
Randomly select 1˜k nodes and exchange them to other communities;
7:
Calculate new label Y 0 using LBP and Calculate joint distribution according to Equation C1
8:
if new solution Y 0 is better then
9:
Keep the new solution Y = Y 0
10:
else
0
δ
(Y |G)
11:
Let the amplitude be δ = p(Y |G)−p
, accept the new solution by the probability of e− T ;
p(Y |G)
12:
end if
T0
13:
Update the temperature T (t) = ln(1+t)
14: until T = 0(T < )
15: return Y , P ;

Algorithm C3 Implicit Tie Inferring Based on LBP & SA

Require: CFG G; Model parameter θ; Initial temperature T0 ; Random variation amount k;
Ensure: Node label configuration Y and coefficient P ;
1: Initialize label Y ;
2: Calculate node labels similar to explicit tie inferring.
3: for each communities ci do
4:
Add all ej to E and Ei if ej is not currently in E.
5: end for
6: Initialize TemperatureT = T0 :
7: repeat
8:
Randomly select 1˜k nodes and exchange them to other communities;
9:
for each changed communities do
10:
Add all ei to E if ei is not currently in E.
11:
end for
12:
Calculate new label Y 0 using LBP;
13:
SA similar to explicit tie inferring.
14: until T = 0(T < )
15: return Y , P ;
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PR-Curve

Figure D1 shows the Precision-Recall Curve of our model, analyzing the model sensitivity and showing that our model has
good performance with different thresholds. Figure D2 shows the Precision-Recall Curve of our model, analyzing the model
sensitivity and showing that the performance of our model is stable with different thresholds.

Figure D1 Precision-Recall Curve of our model for explicit Figure D2 Precision-Recall Curve of our model for implicit
tie inferring
tie inferring

Appendix E

Feature Analysis

We conduct the experiment to prove that each kind of features is useful and make contribution to the improvement of
F1-score, for both explicit and implicit social ties inferring of both family and colleague.
We evaluate our model by adding each kind of features step by step. The baseline is to learn the factor graph only
with interaction features of edges. Based on this, the next two versions are to learn the factor graph with either structural
features or spatial features, which are community features. And the final version is our model, which contains all edge
features and community features.
Figure E1 shows that for explicit tie recognition, both structural and spatial features make contribution, but structural
features are more important. And Figure E2 shows that for implicit tie recognition, all community features make contribution, too, but spatial features are more important. Both structural and spatial features provide useful and extra information
to detect communities and infer more social ties in our model. And for explicit tie inferring, the structural features are
more important, while for implicit tie inferring, inferring the relation between two users without interactions relies more on
spatial information.

Figure E1

Feature analysis for explicit tie inferring

Figure E2

Feature analysis for implicit tie inferring
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